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AC Oxgangs FC 

Under 9s Match Report 

Sunday, 20 March 2011 
Geoff Stockham/Matt Holligan 

 

ESSDA Soccer Sevens Maradona Division 

ACO EDGE 14 GOAL THRILLER 

AC Oxgangs 8  Cramond 6 

Half-Time 2-3 

Scorers 

Aaron H, Leo, James (4), O.G (2) 

ACO Man of the Match 

With another great performance from the boys this morning, it was another hard decision for MOTM. This week 

coaches have giving it to, Leo. This is for the work and effort he put in, getting up and down the pitch for over 

half the match, showing great energy and skill throughout the whole game and even grabbing himself a goal. 

Well Done. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

In their last game against Cramond, ACO lost an entertaining match by the odd goal in nine, and once again we 

were treated to a high-scoring, end-to-end game. 

ACO had the best of the first five minutes, with Christopher's volley going just wide, and Leo and Aaron H both 

having crosses cleared out for corners. Christopher saw one of his corners zip across the box with no-one 

managing to make contact.  

Cramond then scored two quick goals.  Liam anticipated a long pass, and sprinted across to clear the ball.  From 

the resulting corner no-one managed to clear, and the Cramond forward poked the ball into the net.  The second 

came after a skilful run by the Cramond player, evading four ACO players before beating Aaron with a neat 

shot. 

This seemed to spur ACO into action, and they swiftly pulled one goal back.  A long clearance by Liam found 

Leo, and he weighted a perfect pass in to Aaron H.  His first shot was saved, but he reacted more quickly than 

the Cramond keeper to the rebound to finish.  ACO nearly got another back with a nice end-to-end move starting 

with Cillian's pass from defence to Leo on the left wing.  His long run was eventually stopped but Aaron H 

picked up the loose ball and set up Christopher for a shot, but this was well blocked by the keeper.  James and 

Zac had started to close down the Cramond defenders and were not giving them enough time to find passes. 

Aaron hadn't had too much to do in goal, but was alert to rush out and smother the ball from a Cramond counter-

attack.  However, the attack left three ACO players free at the other end, and Christopher's run and shot was 

saved, but Leo was first to the rebound to equalise. 

ACO then had long periods of possession at the end of the half, spreading the ball out to both wings and not 

letting Cramond near the ball.  They were unlucky not to score when a series of shots and blocks in the 

Cramond box ended with the ball just creeping wide of the post.  However, just before the half time whistle, a 

Cramond player broke from the halfway line and sprinted into the box before slotting the ball under Aaron's 

dive. 

Half-time 2 - 3 



_________________________________________________________________ 

Please note our Match Reports are written from an AC Oxgangs perspective and are primarily intended for the 
benefit of our players, officials and supporters. Understandably, our match reporters will focus on our own 
performance but this does not imply that the contribution of the opposing team has been deliberately 
undervalued. 

If you would like to comment on any of our Match Reports please email web.admin@acoxgangs.com 

                                           Visit our website at www.acoxgangs.com 

Follow us on Twitter at http://twitter.com/ACOxgangs 
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The second half started with a lot of pressure from ACO, and quite a few neat passing moves.  Chris, Max and 

James combined well, but the keeper was alert to beat James to the ball.  Then Kieran's long throw along the line 

found James, who played a quick one-two with Max before shooting against the post.  James then had another 

strong run into the box stopped, and Kieran intercepted the clearance before shooting wide. 

At the other end Aaron had to make one acrobatic save from a powerful shot from outside the box, but Brodie 

and Kieran were keeping most attacks at bay.  One of Brodie's long clearances found Kieran, who slotted the 

ball through to Leo to shoot.  The keeper managed to save the ball, but as he tried to gather the spinning ball he 

took it across the line for another ACO equaliser. 

ACO then scored three goals in about three minutes!  James ran from the half way line and held off a Cramond 

defender before placing a shot in the bottom corner.  He then scored a second after chasing the ball down 

straight from the kick-off, and powering a shot into the top corner.  ACO then chased down the next kick-off and 

pressured Cramond into conceding a corner.  James rifled in a low, wind-assisted cross, and a Cramond defender 

sliced his clearance into his own net to make it 6-3. 

Cramond then started to attack more, and Aaron had to make a good save low down, but eventually the pressure 

paid off and Cramond pulled one back.  ACO were still pushing forward, and soon after Brodie was left at the 

back with three Cramond players to defend against, and Cramond got another goal.  They nearly scored another 

when a cross bypassed everyone in the box before going out for a throw.  For a while, ACO were struggling to 

get the ball out of their half, but eventually managed to get the ball up the other end and win a corner.  James 

was hanging back at the edge of the box, and when the ball reached him, he fired in a great shot to make it 7-5. 

Cramond then piled on the pressure again, and Brodie had to make two well-timed clearances.  Aaron H was 

back helping out in defence as well, always closing down the forwards as soon as they got the ball.  ACO then 

made the game safe with a couple of minutes to play.  Another long throw down the line by Kieran looked to be 

too far ahead of Aaron H, but he slid in to win the ball, and found James on the Cramond retreating line. He 

looked up and saw the keeper off his line and chipped the keeper for the best goal of the game. 

Cramond did pull another back before the full time whistle, with another solo run and shot going in off the post, 

but there was not enough time left to level the match, and ACO finished deserved winners. 

Full-Time 8 - 6 

Coaches Message: 

Well done again today kids, I think everyone would agree that this week was our best defensive performance in 

a long time. Despite conceding 6 goals, the boys at the back (including the Goalkeeper) played very well, 

putting in tackles when needed, clearing the ball when they couldn’t find a pass. Offensive or Attacking our 

performance very good, if we had taking our chances in the first half, it wouldn’t have been nervy at the end of 

the match. Very well done to the boys though, and look forward to another hard shift on Thursday. 


